
Week Four Recommendations 
1) Art and art history from Glasgow 

Glasgowinternational Digital Programme: 23 April - 31 May 2020

https://glasgowinternational.org/

The GI art festival was cancelled. The organisers have created a website with audio and video 
content from festival artists. All of the material below is accessed from the main webpage

https://glasgowinternational.org/ It will close down at the end of the month.


The theme of the arts Festival was to be Attention. 

Panel Discussion: Shifting Attention 
Richard Parry in discussion with Brian Dillon, Orit Gat and Stefanie Hessler

This recorded discussion ….explores the ways the resonance of the festival’s theme Attention has 
changed in light of the COVID-19 crisis.


You can test some of the panels opinions against work featured on the webpage. Look out for:


Georgina Starr,  Yesterday (1991) is one of the artist’s first sound works. Recorded almost 30 
years ago, when she was alone in the corridors of the Slade School of Art, the haunting tune 
reflects a melancholia for returning to the past.


Yuko Mohri, Everything Flows - distance (2020) 
Yuko Mohri is best known for her sculpture and installations comprising found objects and 
kinetics, often incorporating aspects of chance. Here, in making a new video for our digital 
programme, she splices together scenes in Yasujirō Ozu’s acclaimed film Tokyo Story (1953) 
where no humans are present. 


Before lockdown, art historian TJ Clark delivered the Festival lecture in Glasgow. The audio and 
his powerpoint slides form the video.


TJ Clark, Attention to What? 
‘TJ Clark’s pioneering work as an art historian is characterised by the meticulous attention he 
pays to artworks and to the social conditions within which they are made and viewed. In this 
recording of a public lecture given in March 2020, Clark discusses the ways we pay attention to 
artworks through the particular example of a 1917 painting by Henri Matisse.’


2) Van Gogh in Amsterdam 

https://vangoghmuseum.nl/en/stories?v=1

The Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam has a bright new website with lots of added content. Use a 
big screen and give yourself plenty of time to explore. The themed pages tell Van Gogh’s story 
and relate it to that of his contemporaries. You will recognise many of the images however there is 
plenty new to discover. See in for instance the Prints in Paris section. https://vangoghmuseum.nl/
en/stories/prints-in-paris


3) ART21

Art21 began as an American public service broadcasting investigation of contemporary art.It is 
now a non-profit organisation with a global reach. Their website has curated content to explore 
and offers context and insight into the work of living artists. Many of these you will be familiar 
with.


For instance Mark Dion addresses the Big Question Who Decides What Stands for Nature? 
Mark Dion confronts bias in representations of the natural world

https://art21.org/read/big-question-who-decides-what-stands-for-nature/

There is a rich archive of material relating to the work of South African artist William Kentridge 
https://art21.org/artist/william-kentridge/
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New material is frequently added to the site. It pays to keep coming back. For example see 
Krzysztof Wodiczko, Monument for the Living 
https://art21.org/watch/extended-play/krzysztof-wodiczko-monument-for-the-living-short/


Or you can dip into their archive by tuning into (surfing to) ART 21 live

Art21.live is an always-on broadcast platform featuring high-quality, hand-selected video 
programming on contemporary art and artists.

https://art21.live/


4) Donald Judd 

“A work needs only to be interesting.” (Donal Judd) 

READ, Artforum, Object Lessons. Hal Foster on the Art of Donald Judd 
https://www.artforum.com/print/202005/hal-foster-on-the-art-of-donald-judd-82817

MoMa in New York opened a Judd retrospective on the 1st March 2020.Foster asks whether the 
objects in the show have any relevance today. Was their role merely to prepare the way for Ikea 
and Kondo and trendy kitchens? Are they now a thing of the past, ruins soaked in nostalgia?

It’s a longish read and asks serious questions of an art that has lost its greatest advocate: Donald 
Judd died in 1994.

Hal Foster teaches at Princeton University. His book 'What Comes After Farce? Art and Criticism 
at a Time of Debacle' is published this month by Verso.


5) New Normal #gilbertandgeorgediary

White Cube is a commercial gallery in Shoreditch, London. They represent Gilbert and George. 
The artists have been making 'New Normal' postings on Instagram starting with their New Normal 
Walk. Find them here https://www.instagram.com/whitecube/


I have long wondered if Gilbert and George are aware of the work of the late Gerard Hoffnung 
(1925-1959). For instance https://youtu.be/mLfV7RcF9kw?t=2500

For biography see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerard_Hoffnung


6) Film Rewind: The Rebel 1961

In May 2017 the Explore’s Saturday morning sessions was Tony Hancock’s The Rebel.

You can watch the film on Amazon streaming for a small fee.

There are also lots of clips and tributes available  such as here 

https://www.britishclassiccomedy.co.uk/the-rebel

We contrasted John Betjeman’s nostalgia for train travel and suburbia.

Watch John Betjeman Goes by Train : https://player.bfi.org.uk/free/film/watch-john-betjeman-
goes-by-train-kings-lynn-to-hunstanton-1962-online

That other film of fifties British art world: The Horse's Mouth (1958) starring Alec Guinness as 
Gulley Jimson. You can watch it on Amazon streaming for a small fee.

Or find the original novel by Joyce Carey: https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/
376465.The_Horse_s_Mouth

Another novel to track down might be TRILBY by George Du Maurier (1895). The British novel of 
the Parisian art world which gave us the character Svengali.

Or find a 1948 copy of Time was Away, illustrated by John Minton.

 https://pallantbookshop.com/product/time-away-notebook-corsica-alan-ross-john-minton/ 


Episodes of Hancock’s Half Hour are available on BBC Sounds. 

A number prefigure The Rebel:

A Trip to France

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b007jz69

Michelangelo 'Ancock

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b007m9f5

The Poetry Society

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b007jps5

The New Elizabethans

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b01k2f7z
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Artists we referenced: 

Rodney Graham https://baltic.art/whats-on/rodney-graham

Paul McCarthy’s Painter https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/mccarthy-painter-t12606

Phillip Guston https://www.sfmoma.org/watch/philip-guston-mysteries-of-the-working-process/

Yves Klein http://www.yvesklein.com/en/biographie/

Niki de Saint Phalle https://blog.artsper.com/en/a-closer-look/10-things-to-know-about-niki-
saint-phalle/

William Green https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Green_(action_painter)

Richard Smith https://www.flowersgallery.com/artists/170-richard-smith/

Shozo Shimamoto https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/shimamoto-holes-t07898

Günter Brus https://www.nationalgalleries.org/art-and-artists/artists/g%C3%BCnter-brus

Lynda Benglis: https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/lynda-benglis-7290


Finally read the story behind the paintings in the film:

The paintings of Alistair Grant

https://artreview.com/the-painted-word-tony-hancock/


Thanks

More next week


Peter Quinn
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